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Abstract. We determine all the resonances in certain rectangular regions of the
complex plane of the Schrόdinger operator — h2A + V when ft->0, under the
assumption that the set of trapped points of energy 0 for the classical flow form
a closed trajectory and that the corresponding Poincare map is hyperbolic.

0. Introduction

In this paper we consider a semiclassical differential operator P on R" with
analytic coefficients, which satisfies all the general assumptions of [6, Sect. 8]. Let
p(x, ξ) be the principal symbol in the sense of /i-pseudodifferential operators. [The
most important special case is, of course, when P= — h2A + V(x). Then
p = ξ2 + V(x).~] We assume that

p(χ,ξ) = Q => rfpφO. (0.1)

In the appendix of this paper, we give some generalities concerning the flow of
HP = ΣtijdXj-p'XjBξj either in p-^-βo^o]) or in p-^O). For ρeT*R", let
]71(ρ), T+(ρ)[9ίι— >QxptHp(ρ) be the maximal classical trajectory. Here T+ and
— 71 are lower semicontinuous functions of ρ with values in ]0, -f oo]. We define
the outgoing tail and the incoming tail by

Γ^ = {ρep-i(0); expί#p(ρ)^α), as t^T+(ρ)}. (0.2)

In the appendix we show among other things, that K° = Γ+ nf ° is a compact set.
Our next assumption is then:

K° is (the image of) a simple closed trajectory

7°: [0, T0]-^-1^) [satisfying y°(0) = y0(T°)] . (0.3)

Let p° be the corresponding linearized Poincare map. It is a symplectic
automorphism of the normal space of 7° in p~ *(0) at the point y°(0), defined as the
differential of the smooth map H°-^H°, obtained by following the flow of Hp once
around γ°. Here H°Cp~1(0) is some smooth hypersurface intersecting 7°


